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1-501 Corner Beam® The Corner Beam® adds even more unique options to your quilt
designs. The combinations and the twists and turns makes it look as if the quilter had to work
with lots of odd shaped pieces when in fact they did not. The construction of a Sliver unit
advances the use of the Corner Beam® and once again makes precise piecing look hard when it is
easy.
Required tool: Corner Beam®
Required Technique Sheet: Sliver
Required Design Sheet: Corner Beam
*These items can be purchased at Cotton & Chocolate Quilt Co.
Basic Sewing Supplies
Sewing Machine with
power cords and manual (just in case)
Thread
Machine needles
Snips or trimming scissors
Seam ripper

Basic Quilting Supplies
Rotary cutter with a sharp blade
Marking Pencil (Mechanical will do)
Small cutting mat
Straight edge ruler approx. 6" x 12" or so
Invisgrip (Optional)
Best Press or light starch (Optional)

Fabric Requirements: Fabrics will be cut during class. Therefore, the fabric requirements are
healthy amounts so that you can make your own design choices during class. You may even
want to use some of your scraps from your previous classes here.
For course 1-501, we recommend the following yardage:
1/4 yard Focal Fabric
1/4 yard Background
1/4 yard of one or more coordinating or contrasting fabrics with the focal fabric
Special Note: Please prepare (8) half square triangles prior to class. The starting squares are to be
5 ½”. Please DO NOT trim down or square up these (8) units. You are encouraged to use Deb
Tucker's method of creating half square triangles from your Tucker Trimmer I Instruction set or
you can refer back to class 1-101.
The fabric required to create (8) half square triangles is not included in the above fabric
requirements.

